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in the Terrestrial Ionosphere

J. L. Fox x AND A. DALGARNO
Harvard-$mithsonianCenterfor Astrophysics,Cambridge,Massachusetts

Thedensities
andvibrational
distributions
of N2+ in the X212g
+, A2H..,andB212..
+ states
in the
daytime terrestrialionosphereare computedfor both low and high solar activity. Altitude profilesof the

relative
populations
of thevibrational
levelsof N2+X212g
+ arepresented.
Thefraction
of vibrationally
excitedN2 + variesfrom 5% at 100km to 50% at 450 km. Severalmodelsare examinedin whichlossof
N2 +(v)is enhancedfor v > 0 and in whichvariousassumptions
are madeabout the vibrationaldistributionsproducedin chargetransferreactions.The N2 + densitiesare significantlyreducedif N2+(v)
reactswith O at rateswhichare neargas-kinetic.
Vibrationaldistributions
of the A2H..and B212..
+ states
are also presented,as well as volume emissionrates and integrated overhead intensitiesof the major
bandsof the Meinel and first negativesystems.

INTRODUCTION

The vibrationaldistributionof N2 + in the terrestrialionospherehas been of interest to aeronomersfor more than three
decades.Bates [1949] sought to explain the intensitiesof the

firstnegative
(B2Y•u
+-X2Y¾
+)system
of N2+ in sunlitaurorae
and the twilight sky. His study included electron impact on

N2 andfluorescent
scattering
fromN2+(X2Y¾
+) assources
of
N2+(B2Y•u+).
He foundthat fluorescent
scatteringraisesthe
vibrational temperature of the ground state ions, which in

measurementsfrom AE-C orbit 457 (upleg), as reported by
Oppenheimer
et al. [1976]. The electrontemperaturesfor high
solar activity and the ion temperaturesfor both valuesof the
solar activity were adopted from Banks and Kockarts [1973].
The solar fluxes used were the SC # 21 and F79050N spectra
of Hintereqqer [1976] [see Torr et al., 1979] which are appropriate to periodsof low and high solar activity, respectively.
The solar zenith angle is 45ø. For photoionization of He, N2,
O, and 02, the cross sectionsof Kirby et al. [1979] were

Thecrosssections
wereextended
to 14 A usingthe
turnaffectstheintensitydistribution
of theN2 + bandsystems. employed.
Broadfoot[1967, 1971] expandedthe work of Bates [1949] to
include new information. He studied the first negative and

Meinel(A2H-X2Y¾
+) bandsystems
of N2+ in aurorae,
sunlit
aurorae, twilight glow, and dayglow. He reported relative

populations
of thevibrational
levels
of theX:Y¾+, A2H,and
B2Y•+ statesof N2 + as a functionof the ion lifetime.Deqen
[1981] updated Broadfoot'swork and pointed out the role of
fluorescenceinduced by low-energyelectronsin producing the
observedvibrational enhancementof the first negativesystem
in both sunlit

and nonsunlit

aurorae.

The vibrational

distri-

bution of ground state ions has recently become of interest,
since the vibrational

state of an ion has been shown to influ-

enceits chemicalreactivity [cf. Albritton, 1979] as well as the
fluorescenceof the band systems.
In this work we report vibrational distributions of the

X2• +, A21-I,and B2• + statesof N2+ in the nonauroral

valuesfor inner shellionization of atoms reported by Weisheit
[1974] and Daltabuit and Cox [1972]. Photoionization of
atomic nitrogen was included using the cross section of Le
Dourneuf et al. [1976]. Photoelectron impact excitation and
ionization were includedas discussedby Victor et al. [1976].

The populationsof the vibrationallevelsof N 2+ werecomputed assumingphotochemicalequilibrium, which is a valid
approximationover the altitude range considered.The chemi-

cal lifetime of N2 + at 400 km is about 18 s, in comparison
with a diffusion lifetime of 5 x 103 s. The numbers of vibrational levels included for the X, A, and B states are 6, 6, and 4,

respectively.

The sources
and sinksof N 2+ in the terrestrialionosphere
are summarized
in Table 1. N2 + is producedby photoionization and electronimpact ionization of N2 and in a few charge
transfer reactions.The branching ratios for the production of

et al. [1977]
daytime terrestrial ionospherefrom 100 to 450 km for con- the electronicstatesof N2 + are givenby Samson
for photoionization and by Cartwright et al. [1975] for elecditions of both high and low solar activity. We then discuss
tron impact ionization. The individual vibrational levels are
the effectsof the vibrationaldistributionof groundstateN 2+
assumed to be populated according to the Franck-Condon
on its chemistry.Finally, we report volume emissionrates and
factorsof Nicholls [1962]. For neutral N2 we adopted a Boltzoverheadintensitiesfor the major bands of the first negative
mann distribution of vibrational levelscharacterizedby a temandMeinelsystems
of N 2+.
perature of 1000 K. Values between 320 and 2200 K have
Tim MODEL
been calculated for the lower thermosphere by Breiq et al.
We consideredtwo model atmospheres.For the densitiesof
O, 02, N2, and He and the neutral temperatures,the models
of Hedin [1979] for Flo.7 = 75 (low solar activity) and
Flo.7 ----200 (high solar activity) were adopted. The electron
temperature profile for low solar activity was taken from the

[1973]. The computedvibrationaldistributionof N2 + is not,
however, sensitiveto the assumedvibrational temperature of
N 2 [cf. Broadfoot,1967].
The charge transferreaction
(R3)

O +(2D)+ N2 • N2 +(v) + O

energeticallycan populate vibrational levels to v = 5 in the

X2Z•+ stateandto v = 1 in the A2II state.The analogous

x Permanentlyat Departmentof MechanicalEngineering,State
Universityof New York at StonyBrook.

reactionfor O +(2p)
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(R4)

O+(2P) + N2--} N2 +(v)+ O

can populateup to A21-I,v = 8. Reactionof He+ with N 2
7557

7558
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TABLE 1. Sources
and Sinksof N 2+ in the TerrestrialIonosphere
Reaction

(R1) N 2+hv-}N2 + +e
(R2) N2+e-}N2 + +2e
(R3) O+(2D) + N2-}N2 + + O

see text

(R4) O+(2P) q-N2-• N2 + q-O
(R5) He + q-N 2--} N 2+ + He

1.35 x 10-•ø
5.6 x 10 -•ø

(R6)
(R7)
(R8)
(R9)
(RI0)

N2 + +e--}N+N
N2 + +O-}NO ++N
N2 + + O--}O + + N 2
N2 + + 02---}02 + + N 2
N2 + + NO--} NO + + N 2

Reference

Rate Coefficient
see text

see text

see text

8 x 10 -•ø

Johnsenand Biondi [1980];
Rowe et al. [1980]
see text

3.5 x 10-7 (300/T•)
ø'5
1.4x 10-•ø (300/T•)
ø"'
9.8 x 10-12 (300/Ti)0'23
5.1 x 10 -•
3.3 x 10 -lø

(reaction(R5)) producesN2 + about 40% of the time [Adams (R12)
and Smith,1976]. N2+(C2Eu+
) v = 3 and v = 4 are prefer- (R13)
entially populated in the reaction [Govers et al., 1977], but
theselevels are mostly predissociated[Erman, 1976]. The dis-

tribution of statesof N2 + producedis unknownand is com-

Rakshit et al. [1978];
Adamsand Smith [1976]
Mul and McGowan [1979]
McFarland et al. [1974]
McFarland et al. [1974]
Smith et al. [1978]
Fehsenfeldet al. [1970]

N2 +(X, v" > 0) + O • N2+(v = v"-- 1) + O
N2 +(X, v" > 0) + 0 2 •- N2+(v = v"- 1) + 02

In fluorescentscatteringand electron-inducedfluorescence,

groundstateN 2+ ionsareexcitedto theA2Huor B2Z,+ state

by the absorptionof a photon or by electronimpact. These
statesthen decay by the emissionof a photon. The oscillator
that can be populated are equally probable in all the charge strengthsfor excitationof the A and B statesare taken from
Cartwright[1973] and Degen[1977]. Degen[1981] has comtransfer reactions.
puted
the solarfluxesaveragedover the bandsfrom measureThe rate coefficientfor (R3) has been measuredby Johnsen
and Biondi [1980] and by Rowe et al. [1980]. They report that mentsreportedby Arveson[1969]. The electronimpact cross
k3 = 8 x 10-•0 cm3 s-x. For (R4) we arbitrarilyadopta rate sectionswere computedby scalingthe crosssectionfor exci'= 0) stateof Crandallet al. [1974] by
coefficientof 1.35x 10-xø. Chargetransferfrom O ++ to N2 tation of the B2Zu+(v
may alsoproducevibrationallyexcitedN2 +, but the products the factorsgivenby Degen[1981]. The transitionprobabilities
for the Meinel (A-X) and first negative(B-X) bandsare given
of the reaction are unknown and the densities of O + + are
small in comparisonwith those of O+(2D). We therefore by Cartwright[1973] and Degen[1977], respectively.VibrationallyexcitedN2 + may losevibrationalquantain collisions
ignore the reaction.
N2 + is lost in dissociativerecombination(reaction(R6)) with neutrals.Reactionwith N 2 probablyproceedsby charge
transfer:
and in reactionswith neutral species.Zipf[1980] has reported
plicated by cascading.All the levels we considerhere are ac-

cessible. In the standard

model

we assume that all the states

that the dissociativerecombination rate is a weakly increasing
function of the vibrational energy level. We have scaled the
rate coefficientmeasuredby Mul and McGowan [1979] by the
relative values for v = 0-2 measuredby Zipf [1980] and extrapolated the measurementsto obtain rate coefficientsfor

The rate coefficientfor this reaction has been measuredby
Lindingeret al. [1981], Smith and Adams[1981], and Mahan

1974].

chose values of 6 x 10-xø cm 3 s-X for v = 1 and 2 x 10 -xø

In the low solar activity model, photoionization (reaction
(R1)) and electron impact ionization (reaction (R2)) of N 2 are

cm3 s-x for v > 1. The rate coefficientfor quenchingby
atomic oxygen(reaction(R12)) has not been measured.The

high solar activity the altitude at which the two sourcesare

sultingvibrational distributionand on the chemistry.The rate

with O ((R7) and (R8)) below 260 km in the low solar activity
caseand below 270 km in the high solar activity model.Above
270 km the major lossis by dissociativerecombination.
In addition to the reactions that cause net production or

has been reported by Kemper and Bowers[1984].

below:

the rates of reaction for different vibrational states,although
neither appearsto be alwaysimportant [cf. Goverset al., 1977;
Andersonet al., 1982; Smith et al., 1983].

N2+(v • 0) + N2(v= 0)• N2* + N2+(v = 0)

et al. [1982]. They reportvaluesrangingfrom 4 x 10-xø to

v = 3-5. N2 + will chargetransferto O, 02, and NO (reactions 8 x 10-•ø cm3 s-•. Mahan et al. [1982] foundthat N2+(v =
muchlessefficiently
thanN2 +(v= 1),although
(R7), (R8), (R9), and (R10)).Reactionwith O producesNO + 2) is quenched
93% of the time and O + 7% of the time [McFarland et al., they do not give a quantitative estimatefor the effect. We

that kx2= 1.4 x 10-x0 cm3 s-x. We
the major sourcesof N2 + below235 km. Abovethis altitude, standardmodelassumes
discuss
the
effect
of
larger
or smaller values both on the rechargetransferfrom O+(2D) (reaction(R3)) dominates.For
for quenchingof N2+(v % 0) by 02 (reaction(R13))
equalis about270 km. Lossof N 2+ is dominatedby reaction coefficient

The degreeof vibrationalexcitationof N2 + may affectthe
total densityif thereactionratesfor vibrationallyexcitedN2 +
are significantly
differentfrom the ratesfor N 2+ in the ground

destruction
of N2 +, thereare severalprocesses
whichchange vibrational state.The internal energystate of an ion can affect
the distributionof N 2+ amongthe vibrationallevelswithout its reactivity [Albritton, 1979]. Both energy resonanceand
alteringthe total concentrationof N2 +. Theseare enumerated Franck-Condon effectsappear to play a role in determining

N2 +(X, v") + hv-• N2 +(A, v'; B, v')

The measured
concentrations
of N2 + in the terrestrialiono-

N2 +(X, v") + e---}N2 +(A, v'; B, v')

sphereare smallerthan modelsindicateby about a factor of 2
[Abdou et al., 1982, 1984; Breig et al., 1983, 1984]. Enhanced
lossof vibrationallyexcitedN2 + in the reaction

N2 +(A, v'; B, v')--} N2 +(X, v") + hv

(Rll)

N 2+(X, v">0)+N

2•N 2+(v=0)+N2*

N2+(v> 0) + O--} NO + + N
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has been proposed to account for the discrepancy [Biondi, TABLE 2. Reaction Rate CoefficientsDiffering From the Standard
Model A
1978; Johnsenand Biondi, 1980]. This reaction is analogousto
the reaction

Model

0 + + N2--• NO + + N
which has been found to proceedfasterfor vibrationally excited N 2 [Schmeltekopfet al., 1968]. Tort et al. [1981] have

suggested
that vibrationallyexcitedN2 + may chargetransfer
to O fasterthan groundstateN2 +. Abdouet al. [1984] have

B1
B2
B3
C1
C2

Rate Coefficients,
cm3 s- 1

Reactions

N2+(v > 0) + O•O

+ + N2

1x
2x
5x
5x
5x
5x

10-xø (300/r/)0'23
10-xø (300/r/)ø'23
10- xo(300/T/)O.23
10- •o (300/T•)O.,-•
10-xø (300/T•)
ø""•
10- xo(300/T•)O.,,•

data if a rate coefficient of 5 x 10-l0 cm 3 s-1 is assumed for

D2

the back reaction. Abdou et al. [1982] have suggestedthat

E1

N2+(v> 0) + O--• NO + + N(2D)
N2+(v = 1)+ O• NO + + N(2D)
N2+(v>_2) + O• NO + + N(2D)
8 x 10-•ø
O+(2D)+ N2---,N2+(v = 5) + O
2 x 10 -xø
N2+(v = 5) + O•O + + N2
8 x 10 -•ø
O+(2D)+ N2• N2+(v = 5) + O
N2+(v"> 0) + O--} N2+(v"- 1)+ O 1.4x 10-•

chargetransferof O+(2D) to N 2 (reaction(R3)) preferentially

E2
F

O+(2D)+ O---}O+(a'S)+ O

examinedthe effectof increasingthe rate for this reaction and
have found that the models can be made to agree with the

produces
N2+(X2y•g
+v= 5)andthatbecause
ofthenearreso-

D1

5 x 10-1ø

1 x 10-tø

nance the back reaction proceedsat the same rate. Ferguson
[1984] has pointed out that the rate coefficientfor the back
reaction is probably no more than one fourth that of the for- function of ion chemical lifetime z. Since he assumed that z is
ward

reaction

because

of the difference

in

the

statistical

weights of the reactants and products and the slight energy
defect. Abdou et al. [1984] have subsequentlyrevised their
analysisto include a more realistic rate for the back reaction.

independentof vibrationallevel,he did not take into account
quenchingof N2+v > 0 or differences
in the chemicalreactivities of the individual vibrational levels. Degen [1981] used
Broadfoot's

basic model

with

new radiative

and collisional

They obtainagreement
onlyif all the N 2+ producedin (R3) is

crosssectionsand added the effect of fluorescenceinduced by

formed

low-energy
electronimpacton N 2+. He computedthe vibra-

in v = 5. We will consider

several models

in which

plausibleassumptionsare made about the production or loss

tional distributions of the X, A, and B statesbut only reported

of N 2+ in differentvibrationallevelsandexaminethe effectof values for the B state.
theseassumptions
on radiationin the N2 + bandsystems,
on
Altitudeprofilesof the sources
of N2+X2Eo+v
= 1 are
the vibrationaldistributionof N2 +, and on the total ion den- shownin Figure la. The singlemostimportant sourceof v = 1
sities.
is fluorescence
from the A and B statesof N2 +. Collisional
We consider six sets of models which are summarized in
excitationof N2+(X, v = 0) by impactwith N2 is the second
Table

2. Model

A is the standard

model.

In this model

we

employ the rate coefficientsshown in Table 1 and in the appendix. Except for dissociativerecombinationthe reactionsof
vibrationally excited ions are assumedto proceed at the same
rate as those of ground state ions. In reactionswhich produce

most important sourcefrom 130 to 210 km, and quenchingby
atomic oxygenis the next most important sourcefrom 175 to
275 km. Fluorescence,collisional excitation, and quenching

are processes
that interchange
differentstatesof N2 + but do

not producenet N2 +. The vibrationaldistributiondoesnot
N2 +, all the energetically
accessible
vibrationallevelsare as- thereforedirectlyreflectthe vibrationalstatespopulatedin the
sumedto be populatedwith equal probability. Models B1, B2, productionof N2 +. The major sourceswhichaffectthe total
and B3 examine the effects of an enhanced rate for
amountof N2 + are photoionizationand electronimpactioni-

(R8)

zationbelow180km andchargetransferfrom O+(2D)to N2

N2+(v > 0) + O---}N 2 + O +

(reaction (R3)) above 180 km. The standard model assumes

The reactionof groundstateN: + with O producesmainly that all of the energeticallyaccessiblestatesincluded in the
NO +. In models C1 and C2, vibrationallyexcitedN: + is model are populated equally in chemical reactions.Charge
assumed
to produceNO + + N(:D) or NO + + N(:P) in reac- transferfrom O+(2P) (reaction(R4)) is a minor sourceof

if k,•is near1.35x 10-lø cm3 s-1,
tion with atomic oxygen.Models D1 and D2 probe the conse- N2+X v = 1 at all altitudes
quencesof preferentialproductionof N:+X v = 5 in charge as we have assumed.Ruschet al. [1977] have proposed that
transferof O+(:D) to N: (reaction(R3)). For D1 the back k,• is closerto 4.8 x 10-lø cm3 s-1, but an increaseof this
reaction(R8)proceeds
witha ratecoefficient
of 2 x 10-l0 cma magnitudein the rate coefficientwill have little effect on the
s-1. D 1 is similarto model3 of Abdouet al. [1984]. In models vibrational distributions.
Altitudeprofilesof the sinksof N2+X v = 1 for low solar
E1 and E2 we vary the rate coefficient
for quenching
of N: +
activity are presentedin Figure lb. Below 250 km the most
(v > 0) by O (reaction(R2))from 1.4x 10Oppenheimeret al. [1976] found that agreement between the

measured
and modeldensities
of N: + couldbe obtainedif the
reaction

(R14)

processes
for v = 1 that alsodestroytotalN2 +, thereaction

O+(2D)+ O--• O+(4S)+ O

proceedswith a rate coefficient
of 1 x 10-lø cm3 s-1. In
model F we compute the effectsof increasingthe quenching

coefficient(reaction(R14)) from 1 x 10-ll

important lossprocessesare quenchingby N2 and O. Of the
two, N 2 is the dominant quencherbelow 275 km. Above 250
km, fluorescentscatteringis the major lossprocess.Of the loss

cm3 s-1 to 1

(R7)

N2+(v)+ O--} NO + + N

is the most important below about 260 km and dissociative
recombination is the most important above this altitude.

Simplechargetransferof N 2+ to O (reaction(R8)) is a minor

x 10- l0 cm 3 s- 1.

sink over the entire altitude range.
VIBRATIONAL

DISTRIBUTIONS

OF THE

The relativepopulationsof the vibrationallevelsof N2 +

N2+X2y'•g
+ STATE

(X22['•0
+) from0 to 3 asa function
ofaltitude
forbothlowand

Broadfoot [1967, 1971] did the first detailed study of the

high solar activitiesare shown in Figure 2. The fraction of
N2 + in the ground state for low solar activity variesfrom

vibrationaldistributionof the X, A, and B statesof N 2+ as a
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Fig. 1. (a)Sources
of N2+(v= 1)forthelowsolaractivity
model.
(b)Sinksof N2+(v= 1)for thelowstandard
solar
activitymodel(modelA).

95% near 100 km, wherequenchingis fast,to 50% at 450 km,
wherefluorescentscatteringof solar radiationdeterminesthe

altitudes(shortion lifetime),the degreeof vibrationalexci-

93% at 100km, to 55% at 450 km in the groundvibrational

nored.

level.The bulgein thepopulation
of N2+(v= 1) andthedip

Table 3 summarizes the vibrational distributions at 300 km
for all the models considered.The vibrational distributions are
fairly sensitiveto the assumedvalue of the rate coefficientfor

tationof N2+ in ourmodelisconsiderably
lessthanin Broadvibrational
distribution.
The valuesfor highsolaractivityare foot'sbecause
of theimportance
of quenching,
whichhe ig-

in the population of v = 0 between 150 and 200 km in the
high solar activity model are due to collisionalexcitationof

N2+(v= 0) whichis onlyimportant
in therangewhereboth quenching
of N2+(v> 0) by O (reaction
(R12)).Thisratehas
densities
and temperatures
are high.The low solaractivity not beenmeasured.
In the standardmodelwe adopteda rate
case,because
of the low temperatures,
is not significantly
af- coefficient
of 1.4x 10-aocm3 s-•; in models
E1 andE2,ka2
fectedby this process.Vibrational excitationis lessabove200 is assumed
to be 1.4x 10-aa cm3 s-• and5 x 10-aø cm3 s-•,
km in the high solaractivitymodel,becausethe neutralden- respectively.
Below200 km, wherenearlyall the quenching
is
sitiesare largerfor a givenaltitudeand the quenching
rates by N2, little effectis seen.The major effectis between200 and
are therefore
higher.Our vibrationaldistributions
aresignifi- 325 km, wherequenching
by O is an importantlossprocess.
cantlydifferentfrom thoseof Broadfoot[1967, 1971].At low At 300 km the fractionof vibrationally
excitedionschanges
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from 44% in the standard

model to 47%

in model

E1 and
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TABLE 3. RelativePopulationsof the Vibrational Levelsof N2 +

X2Zo+ at 300kmforDifferent
Models

37% in model E2.

Enhancedchemicallossratesfor vibrationallyexcitedN 2+

Vibrational

will also change the steady state vibrational distribution. In
model B3 the rate for

(R8)

Model

N2 + + O-• N2 + O +

Activity

0

1

high

65

15

low

56

18

high

65

15

low

59

17

B2

high

67

14

7.6

low

61

16

B3

high

74

11

low

63

15

high

71

13

low

62

16

high

71

13

low

62

A

whichis 9.8 x 10-12 (300/r)ø'23cm3 s-1 [McFarlandet al.,
1974] for v=O, is assumedto increaseto 5.0 x 10-lø

(300/r)ø'2•cm• s-1 for v > 0. The effectis mostimportant
overthe samerangewherequenching
of N,. + by O is impor-

Level

Solar

B1

2

3

9.2

5.1

3.7

2.8

6.6

4.8

4.0

5.1

3.7

2.8

6.2

4.5

3.6

4.7

3.5

2.7

9.5

5.9

4.3

3.6

5.6

3.6

2.8

2.3

8.6

5.5

4.3

3.7

6.6

4.1

3.2

2.5

9.1

5.7

4.2

3.5

6.6

4.1

3.2

2.5

16

9.1

5.7

4.2

5.5

16
24

11

8.2
10

4

5

tant. The degreeof vibrational excitationat 300 km in models
B3 and E2 is 37%. Both models provide loss processesof

C1

similarmagnitudes,
but in modelB3 the N2 +(v) is converted
to O +. The vibrationaldistributionsproducedin modelsC1

C2

and C2 are similar to those of model B3.
These vibrational distributions are similar to those of Torr

D1

high

57

12

5.9

3.5

low

44

14

8.3

4.1

6.1

and Torr [1982], whosemodel includesenhanceddestruction

D2

high

53

12

5.9

3.8

6.5

19

low

41

14

8.4

4.2

6.6

26

high

63

15

low

53

19

high

71

14

low

63

16

high

65

15

low

57

18

of N2+(v > 0), by reactionwith O, but no quenchingby
atomic oxygen. In models D1 and D2 we assumethat (R3)

E1

producesN2+(v = 5) exclusively
as Abdouet al. [1982, 1984]

E2

have suggested.
This has a large dr•½t on the vibrational distribution above 200 km where the reaction is an important

F

sourceof N,. +, bothfor D1, wherethebackreaction

5.4

4.1

3.2

7.0

4.9

4.6

6.5

3.9

2.6

1.6

9.0

5.6

3.9

2.7

5.1

3.7

2.8

6.0

4.3

3.5

11

8.2
10

SeeTable 2 for an explanation of the models.

N2+(v = :5)+ O--•O + + N 2

is assumedto proceedwith a rate coefficientof 2.0 x 10-lo

EFFECT OF THE VIBRATIONAL

cm- • s-1, and for D2, whereno back reactionis assumed.At
300 km the degree of vibrational excitation increasesfrom
44% in the standard

8.6

3.5

model to 56% and 59% in models D1

and D2, respectively.As is shownin Table 3, above v = 2, the

DISTRIBUTION

ON THE CHEMISTRY

In the standard model, no enhanced loss of vibrationally

excitedN2 + is assumed,exceptfor the slightincreasein the

relativeconcentrations
of N 2+(v)ionsincreasewith increasing rate of dissociativerecombination with vibrational quantum
vibrational quantum number. The concentrationof N2 + number. With the inclusionof this effect the N2 + profile
X(v = 5) ions in models D1 and D2 is 4-5 times that of the
standard model. Such a perturbed vibrational distribution
should be observablein the first negativeand Meinel bands

changesslightly at high altitudes in both absolute values of
the density and slope. At 300 km the density is reduced by
8%, and at 400 km, by 10% over the values obtained by

thatarisein fluorescent
scattering
fromtheX2•i'•o+v
= 5 state. ignoringthe vibrationalexcitationof N 2+. The N2 + densities
In orderto modelthiseffectproperly,it wouldbe necessary
to

at several altitudes

take several more vibrational

sideredare presentedin Table 4. Figure 3 illustratesthe density profilesfor modelsA, B3, and Cl.
The densityprofile in the standardmodel is not sensitiveto
the assumedvalue for the rate coefficientfor quenching of

levels into account.

! ! i ! ! ]

N• VIBRATIONALDISTRIBUTION

_

Z 0.8 -

for the standard

and other models con-

N•.+(v) by atomicoxygen(reaction(R12)),as modelsE1 and
E2 show. In models B1, B2, and B3 we adopt larger rate

coefficients
for lossof vibrationallyexcitedN2 + in (R8). The
N2 + densityat 300km decreases
by 8% in modelB1, by 15%

v=O

0

in B2, and by 29% in B3, in comparisonwith the standard

<[ 0.7

model.

These values are dependenton the value assumedfor the

fl- 0.6
0

tu

quenchingcoefficientof N2+(F) by O (reaction(R12)).If the
quenching coefficient is reduced by a factor of 10 to 1.4

0.,5

x 10-11 cm• s-1 the N2 + reductionin B3 increases
slightly
<[04

.....

HIGH

.....

c• 03

SOLAR

to 31% at 300 km. If the quenchingcoefficientis increasedto

ACTIVITY

BROADFOOT

5.0 x 10-1ø cm3 s-1, the N2 + densityis reducedby only

r

26%.

v=l v=2

0.2

In modelB3, k8 at 300km is about3 x 10-1ø cm3 s-• in

o.t

comparisonwith the Langevinrate coefficientof 6.6 x 10-lo
cm• s-1 for reactionof N2 + with O. The N2 + densityreI--- '---•--,- -- --

t O0

150

i
200

i
250

ALTITUDE

I
300

duction is thereforesignificantonly if the rate coefficientis of

I
350

400

(km)

Fig. 2. Relativevibrational
populations
of N2 +(X, 2rl.v = 0-3)as
a function of altitude for the standard low and high solar activity
models(model A).

the orderof the Langevinlimitingvalue.The O + densities
will
also increaseif the rate for (R8) is larger for v > 0. The pro-

ductionrate of O+(½S)increases
by 58% at 200 km and by
25% at 300 km in model B3.

In models
C1andC2thereaction
ofN2+(v)withO (rea•:-
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TABLE 4. N2 + Densitiesat SeveralAltitudesfor the Standardand AlternateModels (Low Solar
Activity)
Altitude, km

A

150
200

B3

7.60(2)
2.26(3)
1.36(3)
4.96(2)
1.48(2)
3.61(1)
8.61(0)

250
300
350
400
450

6.33(2)
1.56(3)
8.09(2)
3.00(2)
9.34(1)
2.40(1)
6.02(0)

C1

6.68(2)
1.76(3)
1.01(3)
3.97(2)
1.28(2)
3.34(1)
8.26(0)

D1

E1

7.53(2)
2.21(3)
1.26(3)
4.23(2)
1.22(2)
3.07(1)
7.63(0)

7.60(2)
2.26(3)

F

7.60(2)
2.26(3)
1.38(3)
5.04(2)
1.49(2)
3.63(1)
8.63(0)

1.36(3)
4.93(2)
1.47(2)
3.60(1)
8.60(0)

VIBRATIONAL

tion (R7)) is assumedto be faster for v > 0, but the products

are NO + + N(2D) for C1; in C2, the productsare NO +
+ N(2D) for v = 1 and NO++ N(2p) for v = 2. The reductionin N2 + densities
is aboutthe samefor thesemodelsas
for modelB3, but the O + productionratesare unaffected.
The

E2

7.51(2)
2.15(3)
1.23(3)
4.67(2)
1.48(2)
4.11(1)
1.10(1)

DISTRIBUTIONS

OF THE

N2 +A2I'[uANDB2•u+
The N2+A2H. and B2I;.+ statesof N2 + are the originof

the Meinel and first negativeband systems.The intensitiesof
theseband systemshave been measuredin aurorae and aircomputedNO + densitieschangeslightly.At 200 km they in- glow by ground-basedmethods and from rockets [cf. Gatcreaseby 4%, andat 300km, by 23%.The N(2D)densities
do tingerand VallanceJones,1973; VallanceJonesand Gattinger,
not changeappreciablybecausethe increasein the rate coef- 1978; Wallace and McElroy, 1966; Feldman, 1973; Wallace
ficientfor (R7) is offsetby the decrease
in the N2 + density.If and Broadfoot, 1969]. Becausethese emissionsare produced
N(2P) is producedfor v > 2, this reactionis an important both by direct ionization of N2 and by fluorescentscattering
source of the metastable

atom

above

200 km. The

other

ofN2+(X2Eg+),
theintensities
areindicative
bothoftheioni-

sourcesare photodissociationand electronimpact dissociation zationrate and of the densities
of N2 +. Followingthe suggesof N2. In photodissociation
we assumean opticallythin yield tion that (R3) is a near resonance
for N2 + producedin the

of N(2P) of 22% [cfi Fox, 1982]. On this basis,(R7) is the A2II, v = 1 state lOrnholt,1957], Dalgarnoand McElroy
dominantsourceof N(2P) above260 km in the low solar [1965] computedthe effectof a preferentialpopulation of this
activity case.At thesealtitudesthe major lossprocessis radi-

ationto N(2D)at 10,400,•. The volumeemission
rateswill
increase substantially at altitudes above 250 km. At 300 km

the N(2P) density,and hencethe volumeemissionrate, in
model C2 is nearly double that in the standardmodel. Since

state on the Meinel band intensities.They found that the intensityof bandsoriginatingfrom v - 1 in the dayglowis comparable to that anticipated from fluorescence.Gattinger and
Vallance Jones [1973] and Vallance Jones and Gattin•ler
[1978] derivedthe relativepopulationratesof the vibrational

themaximumdensities
of N(2P) occurbelow200km, thetotal

levelsof the A2II• statefrom ground-based
measurements
of

overheadintensitywill not be as greatlyaffected.We find that

the Meinel

bands

in aurorae

and found

no evidence

for an

the integrated
overhead
intensityat 10,400.t, increases
from enhancedproduction of v = 1. Wallace and McElroy [1966]
3.1 to 4.7 kR for low solar activity and from 11 to 16 kR for
high solar activity from the standardmodel A to model C2. In
models D1 and D2, (R3) is assumedto preferentiallypopulate

and Feldman[1973] examinedrocket data of the (0, 0) band of

the first negativesystemat 3914 .t, and comparedthe
measurementswith model calculations.They demonstrated

N2+(v--5). If no back reactiontakesplace(modelD2), the the importanceof (R3) as a sourceof N 2+. Broadfoot[1967]
N2 + densitiesat 300 km are only 9% lessthan in the standard showedhow the vibrationaldistributionsare affectedif (R3) is

model.

If the back reaction

occurs with

a rate coefficient

of

2.0 x 10-•ø cm3 s-•, the N2 + densities
are reducedby 19%.
As was shown

in the discussion

of the vibrational

distri-

butions, the assumptionsin models D1 and D2 result in sig-

nificantvibrationalexcitationof N2 + at high altitudes.If we
combinethiswith enhancedlossof vibrationallyexcitedN2 +,
as in model B3, the N2 + depletionat 300 km increasesto
42%.

The effecton the N2 + densitiesnear 300 km of increasing
the rate coefficient for

(R14)

450
IIII•111I IIIIIIII
I IIIIIIII

400

550
I
• 500

O+(2D)+ O--} O+('•S)+ O

from 1 x 10-xx cm3 s-• to 1 x 10-xø cm3 s-• (modelF) is
about the sameas for modelD1, althoughthe N2 + densities
fall off faster with increasingaltitude in model D1. Thus for
orbits consideredby Oppenheimeret al. [1976], their models
and thoseof Abdouet al. [1982, 1984] are equallysuccessful
in

predictingthe N2 + densities.Models D1 and F, however,
show very different degreesof vibrational excitation. As we
shall show in the next section, the volume emission rates of

200
I
I$0
I
I00/
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3914-/•radiationandthe(1, 0) Meinelbandat 9181/• differ- Fig. 3. Altitudeprofilesof N 2+ densitiesfor modelsA, B3, and C1.
entiate these models.

Only the low solar activity caseis shown.
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-
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io2

io3

Fig. 4. Altitudeprofilesof thesources
of N2 +A2H.,v= 0 for thestandardmodel.

the radiativelifetimeis 1.2 x 10-5 s. The quenchingratesfor
the A21-Istateof N2 +. Degen[1981]reportedvibrationaldis- the other vibrational levelsare similar [Pendletonand Weaver,

responsiblefor half the ionization and producesonly v = 1 of
tributions

of the B state for sunlit and nonsunlit

aurorae.

The sources
of N2+A:I-I, v - 0 for the standardmodelare
shown in Figure 4. In this model one eighth of the charge

1973; Gray et al., 1972; Mitchell, 1970]. Cartwright et al.
[1975] found that quenching becomes comparable to radiation at about 85 km.

The resulting vibrational distributionsat 100, 200, 300, and
transferreactionsof O +(2D)with N: (reaction(R3))and one
twelfth of the reactionsof O+(:P) with N: (reaction(R4)) 400 km are shown in Table 5 for low and high solar activity.
populate this state. For low solar activity the major sourceis The fraction of ions in v = 0 varies from 34% at 100 km to
photoionization below 180 km and fluorescent scattering 44% at 400 km. The values for high solar activity vary from
abovethis altitude. For high solar activity, both the photoion- 35% to 45%, which is not appreciably different, since the
ization and fluorescentscattering rates are higher, but pho- relative production rates of the vibrational levelsin photoionitoionization dominates to about 200 km. Reaction (R3) is a zation and fluorescentscatteringdo not depend on solar acsecondarysourceof N:+A v- 0 which exceedsfluorescent tivity. Our resultsare similar to those of Broadfoot[1971] for
scatteringbelow 150 km and photoionizationabove 230 km. his casein which (R3) is not assumedto preferentially popuReaction(R3) cannot populate v _>2. For v - 2 the transition late the A v = 1 state.
The volume emissionrates of the (1, 0) Meinel band at 9181
from photoionizationto fluorescentscatteringoccursat about
overhead
intensities
the same altitude, near 230 km for low solar activity and near ,&are shownin Figure5. The integrated
250 km for high solar activity. The only important loss pro- are 2.1 kR and 6.5 kR for the low and high solar activity
cessabove 100 km is radiation. Pendletonand Weaver [1973]
models,respectively.

report a rate coefficientof about 8 x 10-•ø cm3 s-• for
The B:Y• + stateof N: + is populatedappreciablyonly in
quenchingof the N2+A:H, v = 2 level by N2. Using this photoionization
of N: and fluorescent
scatteringby N2+X 2
value,at 100km the quenching
timeis 3.0 x 10-½ s, whereas Y¾+.Chargetransfer
of He+ to N: energetically
canproduce
TABLE 5. VibrationalDistributions
of theA2I-IuandB2Eu+ Statesat FourAltitudes
100 km

Level

200 km

300 km

400 km

Low

High

Low

High

Low

High

Low

High

Solar

Solar

Solar

Solar

Solar

Solar

Solar

Solar

Activity

Activity

Activity

Activity

Activity

Activity

Activity

Activity

43
33
14
6.4
3.0
1.4

45
29
13
6.5
3.8
2.3

45
31
12
5.8
3.0
1.7

44
27
14
7.6
4.6
2.9

45
31
12
6.3
3.6
2.2

56
23
13
7.6

63
22
9.5
5.3

53
24
15
8.6

55
23
13
8.1

A2Hu
0
1
2
3
4
5

34
32
18
9.4
4.5
2.0

35
33
17
8.9
4.3
2.0

44
32
14
6.3
2.9
1.4

0
1
2
3

85
13
1.2
0.089

85
13
1.2
0.089

72
20
5.5
2.6

B2•u+
73
19
5.9
2.4
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Fig. 7. Volume emissionrates of the (0, 0) first negativeband at

Fig. 5. Volume emissionrates of the (1, 0) Meinel band for the
standard models,both low and high solar activity. The volume emission rate for model D 1, low solar activity, is shownfor comparison.

ions in the B state, but the He + densitiesare low in this
altitude range,and the branchingratio for productionof the B
state is small [Govers et al., 1977]. Tinsley et al. [1982] have

3914A for the standardmodels,bothlow andhighsolaractivity.The
volume emissionrate for model D1, low solar activity, is shown for
comparison.

by Jolly and Plain [1983] as 8 x 10-•ø cm3 s-• and 15
x 10-•o cm-3 s- • for the v = 0 and v = 1 states. At 100 km
the radiative lifetimes of both levels are about 6 x 10 -s s

suggested
that chargetransferof O +(2p)to N 2 (reaction(R4)) comparedwith quenchinglifetimesof 3.0 x 10-'• s and 1.6
x 10- '• s,respectively.

could be a sourceof N2+B v = 0, but this is true only for
energeticions, sincethe reactionis short 0.14 eV.
The sourcesof v- 0 for high and low solar activities are
shown in Figure 6. Photoionization is the major source of
v = 0 and v = 1 below 170 km. Fluorescentscatteringis more
important abovethis altitude. For high solar activity the tran-

The resultingvibrational distributionsat 100, 200, 300, and
400 km for low and high solar activitiesare shownin Table 5.
The distributionsfor high solar activity are very similar,since

the relativepopulations,
evenmoreso thanin the AeFI,,state,

are determined by quantities which do not depend on solar
activity: Franck-Condon factors, g values, and transition
Lossof the B2Z.+ stateis primarilyby radiationabove100 probabilities.Only the relative importanceof photoionization
km. The coefficientsfor quenchingby N2 have been measured and fluorescentscatteringat a given altitude will be different.
sition altitude

is near 180 km.

400
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The fraction of ions in the ground state variesfrom 0.85 at 100
km to 0.53 at 400 km for low solar activity and from 0.85 to
0.55 for high solar activity. Broadfoot[1971] reported values
of 87 to 50%. His long-lifetimevaluescorrespondto altitudes
that are higher than any we considerhere.

• [ [[!]Jill
[ [I]Illl[I II[lilt]I•!II[11[

4'001

The computedvolumeemission
ratesof the (0, 0) 3914-/!•
bandof thefirstnegative
system
(B2y•u+-X2y•g
+) of N2+ for
both values of the solar activity are shown in Figure 7. The
integrated overhead intensitiesare 2.0 kR for low solar activity and 6.1 kR for high solar activity. The profile for low
solar activity comparesfavorably with the measurementsof
Feldrnan [1973], which were taken on July 31, 1968, when
F•o.? was 135.
Broadfoot [1967] found the B state to be little affected by
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the chargetransferof O+(2D) to N2 (reaction(R3)) if the
reaction is assumedto produce A v = 1 exclusively.If the
productof (R3) is N: +X v = 5, as Abdouet al. [1982, 1984]
suggest(model D2), the vibrational distribution of the X state
is altered appreciably,and thereforeat high altitudes where

fluorescent
scatteringis the major sourceof N:+B:Y•u+ and
A:H, the vibrationaldistributionsof the B and A statesare
also affected. An increase in the vibrational

excitation

iO2

i0::3

iO4

I05

I06

DENSITY(cm-3)

Fig.8. Steadystatedensities
of the majorionsfor the standard
(modelA) lowsolaractivitycase.

of the B

tionally excitedN: + and in which variousassumptionsare

state decreasesfluorescencein the (0, 0) first negative band
and the (1, 0) Meinel band. Figures 5 and 7 show also the
volume emission rates of the 3914-/!• and 9181-/!• bands for
model D2, low solar activity. The computed valuesfor model
D2 are significantlyless than for the standard model above

(R7) or (R8) can significantlydecreasethe N: + densitiesif the
rates are near gas-kinetic.If (R7) producesN(:P), it is the

200km for the 3914-/!•emission
andabove150km for the(1,

most important sourceabove 260 km. The assumedquenching

0) Meinel band. Measurementsof the volumeemissionrate of

rate for N: +(v)by O (reaction(R12))is importantin determin-

made about the production of different vibrational levels of

N: + in chargetransferof O +(:D) to N2. An enhanced
ratefor

N2+ at 3914/!•or 9181/!•maytherefore
providesomeindica- ing the densitiesof N2 + if an enhancedlossis assumed.The
tion of the vibrationaldistributionof groundstate N: +. In

vibrational distributionsat 300 km are given for the different

particular, models D1 and F may be distinguished.The

models.

volumeemission
rate of 3914-/!•photonsat 300 km is 50%

Volume emissionrates and integrated overhead intensities
of the major bands of the Meinel and first negative systems
are reported.Abdouet al. [1984] have suggestedthat (R3) may

larger in model F than in model D 1.

produceN:+(v = 5) exclusively.
This seemsunlikely,but if it

SUMMARY

occurs, the effect could be seen in bands that arise from fluor-

escent
scattering
fromtheX2E•+v= 5 state.The decreased
butionsof N• + in theX•Eg+, Aq-I•,andB2E•+ statesfor population of v = 0 would be evidencedin reducedintensities
We have computed the densities and vibrational distri-

bandand the (1, 0) Meinel
both high and low solar activitiesin the daytime ionosphere. of the 3914-,t.(0, 0) firstnegative
Altitude profiles of the relative populationsof the vibrational band, although not as dramatically. Altitude profiles of these
levelsof N•+X•Y• + arepresented.
Near100km,quenchingemissions would be especially helpful in distinguishing the
limits the fraction vibrationally excitedto 0.05. By contrast, at models, as would laboratory measurementsof the rate coef450 km, 50% are vibrationally excited. We have examined ficientsboth for reactionof N 2+(v > 0) with O ((R7) and (R8))
severalmodelsin whichlossof N• + is enhancedfor vibra- and for quenchingby O (reaction(R12)).
TABLE

6.

Standard

Chemical

Reaction

Scheme

Rate Coefficient,
cm 3 s -1

Reaction

N2 + + NO--} N 2 + NO +
N2 + + 0 2-} N 2 + O +
N + + O2-• N(2D)+ 02 +
N + + 02-}0 '-• NO +
N + +O2-}O ++NO
N + +NO-}N+NO

+

02 + +NO-}NO ++O 2
He ++O2-}O + +O+He
O + + 0 2-• O + 02 +
O+(2D)+ 02-}02 + + O
O+(2P)+ O2-} O+(4S)+ 0 2
O+(2P) + 02-}02 + q-O
N(4S)+ NO-} N 2 + O
N('*S)+ O2-} 0 + NO
N(2D)+ 0 2-• NO + O
N(2p) + O2-• NO + O

3.3 x 10-xø
5.1 x 10 -xx
3.1 x 10 -xø
2.5 x 10 -xø
3.7 x 10 -xx
6 x 10-1ø
4.8 x 10 -1ø
8 x 10-1ø

2.1 x 10-1x(300/T)ø'83
7 x 10 -xø
1.3 x 10 -xø
6.5 x 10 -1ø

8.2 x 10-xx exp(-410/T)
4.4 x 10- x2exp (- 3220/T)
3.5 x 10 -13 T 1/2
3.5 x 10 -12

Reference

Fehsenfeldet al. [1970]
Smith et al. [1978]
Albritton et al. [1979]
Albritton et al. [1979]
Albritton et al. [1979]
Fahey et al. [1981]
Smith et al. [1978]
Rakshit et al. [1978]
Mauclaire et al. [1979]
Johnsenand Biondi [1980]
Glosik et al. [1978]
Mauclaire et al. [1979]
Hampson [1980]
Hampson[1980]
Schofield[1979]
Iannuzzi and Kaufman [1980]
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APPENDIX

The chemical reaction schemeemployed includesthe reactions listed by Fox and Dalgarno [1979-], Fox and Victor
[1981-], Fox [1982-], and Breig et al. [1984-]. To them are
added those shown in Table

6. If we assume no vibrational

excitation,the resultingaltitude profilesfor the major ions for

low solaractivityare thoseshownin Figure8. The O + profile
has been constructed to approximate the measurementsof
orbit 594U of Atmosphere Explorer C reported by Oppenheimeret al. [1977•. The neutral atmospherefor this orbit
is similar to the mass spectrometer/incoherentscatter model
for low solar activity usedhere.
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